Fluency: Evaluation of Residents with Voice Recognition Software
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Abstract

Introduction: Electronic health records have become a core component of managing patient care in healthcare. Use of dictation and voice recognition software by medical professionals for charting is a method that could facilitate more efficient and easier recording of the medical data and records.

Objective: Our aim was to assess the perceived value of voice recognition software on patient encounter documentation in an orthopaedic surgery resident population. This included adoption rate, quality of the records, workflow efficiency, as well as overall value.

Materials and Methods: We surveyed resident expectations of voice recognition software before introduction, and at four and sixteen months following its implementation, inquiring about resident experience. The pre-survey assessed resident expectations of the voice recognition software and general attitudes regarding its usefulness in practice. The post-survey assessed resident experiences when interacting with the tool.

Results: The expectations survey had an 88% response rate (22 out of 25) at pre-implementation, the experiences survey had 80% response rate (20 out of 25) at four months-post, and 84% response rate (21 out of 25) at sixteen months’ post-implementation. We found that overall experience was higher for perceived value of voice recognition software than initial expectations. Conversely, overall expectations for improvement in time spent on record keeping and quality of records were higher than their actual experience.

Conclusion: We concluded that although residents found the voice recognition software to be valuable, they did not believe it increased their efficiency.
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Introduction

Clinical documentation is one of the most costly and time-intensive aspects of the electronic health record (EHR) system [1]. Not only is accurate documentation vital for patient safety, it is also required for reimbursement, and is often used in litigation [2]. Since widespread implementation of EHR systems, many developments have been made to make such systems more efficient [3]. Speech recognition technology, which automatically translates voice to text, was initially used for clinical documentation in 1981 [4]. It was first adopted by radiology departments, where a quick turnaround time to documenting in the EHR was required [5]. These initial systems were inelegant and inefficient, requiring users to pause between individual words [6]. Thus, other specialties did not accept speech recognition as readily. As this technology has advanced and become more widespread in everyday applications, such as smart phones and home gadgets, its use in the EHR system has, too, become more widespread [7]. A recent study found that 90% of hospitals plan to expand their overall use of speech recognition technology [8]. There are advantages to using speech recognition technology for documentation in the EHR. Speech recognition can drastically reduce the turnaround times for clinical documentation. Zick and colleagues found the average turnaround time to be 3.65 minutes when speech recognition software was
utilized versus 39.6 minutes for traditionally transcribed charts [9]. However, physicians must spend more time on dictation and front-end correction than is required with human transcription [10]. There is a range of reported error rates associated with speech recognition technology. Quint and colleagues note a 22% error rate when using speech recognition, while McGurk and colleagues report a 4.8% error rate [11,12]. Such wide ranges in error rates are also noted between individual physicians, with explanations ranging from pronunciation, speed, and clarity of speech to failure to proofread the documentation [13].

The implementation and success of speech recognition technology can also be tied to physician expectations of such technology. In one study of emergency room physicians, 82% of clinicians were initially optimistic regarding the use of speech recognition technology in the EHR, and 87% maintained that it was a good idea to use speech recognition technology after using it for 6 months [14]. To date, no other group has looked at the implementation and use of speech recognition technology specifically among orthopedic surgeons, or orthopedic surgical residents. We hypothesized speech recognition software would be widely adopted by orthopedic surgical residents based on positive experiences and perceptions of the tool over the course of 18 months.

Materials and Methods

Orthopaedic surgery residents at an urban academic medical center were recruited to complete a pre-expectations survey in February 2018 and post-experience surveys in June 2018 and June 2019, before and after incorporation of voice recognition software for chart documentation. The survey tool was based on the questionnaire developed by Alapetite, et al. [15] and later adapted by Lyons, et al. [14]. The pre-survey assessed residents’ expectations of the voice recognition software and general attitudes regarding its usefulness in practice. The residents were then given a one-hour formal training session on use and utilization of the voice recognition software. Four months later, the post-survey assessed resident experiences when interacting with the tool. Sixteen months following implementation, the same post-survey was administered to the residents to assess their continued experiences with the voice recognition software. Residents completed the survey via paper format during resident-specific meetings. Residents who were absent from the meeting were emailed an electronic version of the survey directly after the meeting. All data were collected anonymously and analyzed at the departmental-level via descriptive statistics.

Results

The expectations survey had an 88% response rate (22 out of 25) and the experiences survey at four months’ post-implementation had 80% response rate (20 out of 25), while the sixteen month-post survey had 84% response rate (21 out of 25). There was wide variability in adoption rates when measured at four and sixteen months’ post implementation of the tool. 26% (n=6) of residents did not use the speech recognition tool at four months compared to 24% (n=5) of residents at sixteen months. The remaining residents used the tool 1-20% (4 months, n=5, 22%; 16 months, n=4, 19%), 21-40% (4 months, n=5, 22%; 16 months, n=9, 43%), 41-60% (4 months, n=3, 13%; 16 months, n=3, 14%), and 61-80% (4 months, n=2, 9%; 16 months, n=0) of the time. None of the residents at either follow up time period used the tool more than 81% of the time. Two residents (9%) did not know how frequently they used the tool at the four months’ survey. As seen in Figure 1, at the four and sixteen-month surveys, respondents who agreed that the introduction of speech recognition software was a good idea for medical record keeping increased from 95% to 100% compared to 91% at the initial survey. 95% of respondents agreed that the department head thought it was a good idea to introduce speech recognition during the initial survey while 100% agreed at four months and 76% agreed at sixteen months. In general, 86%, 95%, and 67% of respondents believed the faculty thought the introduction of speech recognition was a good idea at the initial, four, and sixteen-month surveys respectfully. When asked to comment on their fellow co-residents, 41% of respondents agreed that their colleagues thought it was a good idea to introduce speech recognition for medical record keeping during the initial survey which increased to 75% at four months and 86% at sixteen months.
As seen in Figure 2, at the four and sixteen-month experiences surveys, the percent of respondents who agreed that the quality of the medical record improved after the introduction of speech recognition increased from 35% to 52%. This is compared to the 55% of respondents who held this expectation. 27% of respondents thought voice recognition would improve precision (i.e., that no superfluous information is included) in the medical record initially while 15% agreed at four months and 10% agreed at sixteen months. When asked if there was improvement in the structure (i.e., information is where it is supposed to be) of medical records, 27% agreed voice recognition should become more structured in the expectations survey. 25% and 33% of respondents agreed records were more structured at four and sixteen months respectively. With respect to completeness (i.e., that all required information is included), 50% of respondents expected increased completeness, while 55% agreed at four months and 48% agreed at sixteen months. As seen in Figure 3, 59% of respondents expected that speech recognition would optimize the process of keeping the medical record. This increased to 60% at four months and then declined to 48% at sixteen-months. 64% of respondents expected speech recognition to produce appreciable time savings for the benefit of patient care prior to implementation of speech recognition. At 4 months, this decreased to 50% but then increased to 57% at sixteen months. Lastly, respondents reported on whether speech recognition would decrease the time spent on medical records in the long-term future. In the expectations survey, 64% agreed that it would have such effect, however 35% of respondents agreed they would spend less time in the long-term on medical records at four months and 33% felt the same way after sixteen months.
Table 1 presents open text comments from the experiences surveys, revealing several factors affecting perceived technology effectiveness in practice. These included technical difficulties with the computers and dictaphones, changes in type of information being recorded, and the preference of the dictation service over the voice recognition software.
Discussion

The results of our survey showed that after both a four-month and sixteen-month period of usage, residents held the opinion that voice recognition software was a valuable tool in medical documentation. 100% of respondents felt it was a good idea to introduce speech recognition after sixteen-months of use. This may be due to a collective desire for improvement in medical record keeping among residents. The residents not only held this opinion themselves, but also perceived 86% of their colleagues to share the same sentiment. Interestingly, agreement rates dropped from 95% to 67% on whether faculty believed implementation of the tool was a good idea. Regarding the department head, a 100% agreement rate at four months dropped to 76% at sixteen months. This is likely due to the emphasis on voice recognition software at a departmental level generated at the beginning of the study, which had faded after sixteen months. The survey then investigated the residents’ perception of efficiency, time spent on documenting, and precision of the records. The responses indicated that residents felt the quality of medical records increased the longer they used the software (35% at four months to 52% at sixteen months for quality improvement; 25% at four months to 33% at sixteen months for structure). Interestingly, after sixteen months of usage, residents perceived their notes to be both less precise and less complete compared to their experience after four months of use. This may be due to residents’ impression that voice recognition increased the quality of the medical record overall within the department, but negatively affected the quality of their own medical records while using voice recognition. Additionally, there was no retraining between four months and sixteen months which may have led to less than optimal usage of the voice recognition software.

Regardless, residents held the belief that the tool was an asset in medical record documentation. Almost half of the residents believed voice recognition optimized the process of keeping the medical record compared to any other format used in the past. 57% of residents believed speech recognition software produced appreciable time savings at 16 months’ post-implementation. These statistics illustrate an underlying appreciation of speech recognition as well as its practical implication in everyday practice. The decrease in average time spent using Fluency during medical record documentation may have decreased from four to sixteen months due to misplacement of one of dictation devices in the orthopaedic dictation room, as well as Dictaphones not being readily available for use, as noted in the free text comments. These comments also suggested a lack of available platforms for the service, and slow computer network speeds while using the application. Such technical difficulties would obviously impair one’s ability to not only use Fluency, but to use it to an extent that one could overcome the initial learning curve seen with any new software. Residents’ willingness to adopt voice recognition into their everyday practice, outside of the study, may have played a factor in results (i.e., some feel more comfortable typing or using the dictation service). Residents’ baseline savviness with technology may have influenced optimal use of the device.

Study limitations include a small sample size within a single surgical residency program, variation in documentation roles across training years, and varying adoption rates of the tool.

Table 1: Open responses regarding experiences while using Fluency for medical record keeping.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>4 Months Post</th>
<th>“I much prefer the phone dictation service”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“More long winded wordy HPI, physicals and plans but not necessarily better”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“Most useful for documenting in long form paragraph style text - more difficult to apply to more succinct notation (i.e. bulleted lists, abbreviations, etc). Benefit is that more information is probably included when dictating. Also tends to result in more words to convey the same information and can make notes more time consuming to read.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“Not on all computers”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 Months Post</td>
<td>“It would be beneficial if we could dictate from a phone without having to chart open in a computer (send info into patient chart without signing it)”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“The dictaphones in the team room are missing. We used to have 5 and now there is only 1 found in the team room. The app on the phone disconnects frequently that may depend on the wifi in the hospital.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“User experience depends entirely on the computer being used. There’s a 50% chance that any computer will be super “laggy” and it’s not worth your time. When it works, it’s great. When it doesn’t it’s a huge [pain]. The recognition errors are a pain. Even worse is the random formatting that the software does.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Considering our implementation timeline spanned over multiple academic years and the desire for an anonymous survey, we were unable to statistically test for changes in perception within person. In addition, the proficiency curve for this tool is unknown but is likely affected by frequency of use. Further investigation is warranted to understand the learning and adoption curve with speech recognition software and actual differences in quality of documentation through chart review. Likewise, understanding the amount of use with a speech recognition tool before users perceive improvement in efficiency would also be of future interest to inform change management and roll-out strategies.

Conclusion

When comparing the experiences and expectations of the orthopaedic surgery residents, we found that overall experience was higher for perceived value of voice recognition software than initial expectations. Expectations for improvement in time spent on record keeping and quality of records were higher than respondents’ actual experience. Further research is planned to investigate the impact of voice recognition software on timeliness and quality of resident documentation.
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